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A NUMERIC PROCESSOR AND 
TEXT MANIPULATOR FOR THE "MASTER CONTROL" 

DATA-BASE-MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

Abstract 

The numeric and text processor of the 
MASTER CONTROL (MCP) data-base-management 
system permits the user to define fields 
and arrays that are functionally dependent 
on the deta retained in a aota base. This 
allows che storage of only the essential 
and unique information and data, and th« 
calculation of derivable quantities as 
requirec1. The derived quantity can be 
expressed as an arithmetic expression—that 
is, a functiona) re(ationship, Functions 
can be nultiply subscripted and can be 
er-.beaded within other functions at up to 58 
le/els. They can be stored either semi-
t.-:ri!,anently in a repertoire of functional 
relations, or they can be defined interac
tively from a terminal and used immediately 
fcr searching on the derived value. 

The processor alsu permits the conver
sion of literal strings into numbers, and 
vice versa. In addition, the user can 
define dictionaries that allow the expan
sion u? keyed sentinels associated with 

A data base that Is stored on a magnetic 
tape or digital photostore or on a disk 
pack is useless unless there is some way of 
looking at it, retrieving new information 
from it, or addressing it in a meaningful 
and logical way toward new Insight, Data-
management systems are multipurpose pro
grams designed to perform any of a multi-

records fn the data base Into fully de
scriptive expressions. This option can be 
used for cost-effective searching and data 
compaction. The functional definitions »re 

reduced to Polish notation and stored In a 
disk file from which they arc either re
trieved on demand and evaluated according 
to tha data of records specified or used In 
any given MASTER CONTROL command. 

The language used for the definitions 
of the numeric processor is essentially 
FORTRAN, allowing the use of most of the 
standard functions and over two dozen spe
cial funct ions. The funct ional processor 
provides a powerful technique for the in
tegration of t*xt and data for energy 
research and for scientific and technolog
ical work in general. 

MASTER CONTROL is operational at the 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (ILL) and 
at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
(LASL). 

tude of such tasks in connection with a 
data base. 

As described in the User's Manual for 
WASTER CONTROL,'' commands such as EDIT, 

7. 
'For more background information on the 
subject of this report, see Refs. 1 through 
< * . 

Introduction 
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LIST, PUNCH, and SEARCH are used to address 
any data fields, here referred to as 
arrays, of a specified set of records in 
the data base in order to perform some 
particular task. 

For an energy-relatea data base, the 
records may be Identl'ied by year and con
sist of arrays, each one of which might 
contain the total regional use of differ
ent forms of energy. The individual ar
rays are then Identified, for example, by 
names such as electricity, gas, oil, or 
coal. 

In this hypothetical case, an economic 
analyst may wish to ascertain the dollar 
value and the total heat content of all 
energy forms for a particular year or 
geographic domain. The information Is 
scattered throughout many arrays. The num
eric processor described in this report can 
be used to define the task and interpre-
tively perform the necessary calculations 
for each record soeclfled In a MASTER 
CONTROL command structure. 

To be specific, let us assume that each 
array for a certain territory contains two 
floating-point numbers, for example, 

50<4S.6 
8.34 

In the description of the data base, the 
units are Identified as thousands of bar
rels per day and price per barrel. Note 
that the array name OIL/DAY contains a 
slash, which is properly discriminated by 
the numeric processor even if OIL/DAY 
appears as a variable in an arithmetic 
expression. 

After the data base has been loaded, Che 
analyst may define his task; 

DEFINE OF OIL * SUM (OIL/DAY * OAYS) S END 

DEFINE DF OILCOST =• SUM (OIL * OIL/OAY (2)) 
S ENO 

Now in order to perform these defined tasks 
for a particular range of 3 years and print 
the results on his teletype, the economist 
types 

EDIT ION 1970-1972 S LIST TTY COLUMN OIL 
5 F10.I OILCOST 20 F12.2 !DN 40 14 
S ENO 

The message returned should be three lines, 
for example, 

106357.8 38569433.25 1970 
117544.3 43868951.89 1971 
94377.1 3681654.11 1972 

I? the '•''Suits are to be -3^0 pa^t of 0 
report, the analyst, vn 11 define forr.ats 
for such iterv as titles and pa.jes. and 
will specify that the output go to -.he 
high-speed-printer file. Alternati.ely. 
the results could be formatted for jirect 
use In an application or a nodeling 
program. 

This is a rather elementary example of 
the use of derived fields or functional 
arrays such as OIL and OILCOST. 

The resulting values of derived arrays 
can also i>e subtotaled and totaled for 
various ranges of years, that Is, employ
ing the vertical summing commands of 
MASTER CONTROL.1' 

See Section 9.4 of Ref. 4. 
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Background and Research 

It would have been desirable to obtain 
a numeric processor that had already been 
thoroughly checked out and could, with a 
minimum of effort, have been interfaced 
with the MASTER CONTROL system. To this 
end, several numeric systems were surveyed 
Some are very powerful: PPOSE, NAPSS, 
SPWKEASV. ' , B API..9 

For various reasons, each was found to 
be unsuitable for adaptation. The guide
lines used were the following: 

1. The language had to be standard 
FORTRAN-IV. 

2. The source code was to be capable of 
in-house modification. 

3. The Input syntax required was to be 
flexible and easy to adapt to MASTER CON
TROL programmatic and user requirements. 

t. It had to be practical — thai is, 
user-oriented. 

5. It had to be capable of handling 
numeric data and text strings. 

Several members of the Numerical Mathe
matics Group at LLL studied the PROSE man
ual. Their conclusions were that PROSE 
would be too expensive to purchase and 
execute, and that the storage require
ments would be enormous. 

The NAPSS system looked very promising; 
the source code was in FORTRAN and readily 
available. The principal objection to Its 
adoption is that it could be quite expen-

The inpLt to the Polish-string genera
tor is a stream of ASCII characters. The 
characters are examined from left to right, 

slve to ust without user-specified solution 
techniques in that it attempts to find the 
optimal algorithm to arrive at a solution. 

SPEAKEASY could probably have been 
modified to suit fhe needs of MCP users. 
At the time it was studied, It operated 
Independently, with no data-base-management 
system specified. The principal objection 
was that It was too closely dependent on 
the IBM 360/370 operating system. 

The APL system In use at LLL is not 
w Itten In FORTRAN and hence Is Incompat-
lole with the MCP source language. 

Although It may appear that available 
processors were too readily dismissed, in 
fact the source programs of two of them 
here studied with a view to providing an 
interface. It was concluded chat it would 
be easier to design a simple processor 
that would adequately meet the needs of 
MCP users and yet be capable of expansion 
on demand. 

A simple, hierarchy-driven recognizer-
generator was studied and, in spirit at 
least, was used as a model for the Pol ish-
string generator of MCP. When it became 
apparent that the concepts of the model 
were not extensible to functional nota
tion nor to subscripted-variable notation, 
the design of the generator was suffi
ciently altered to accommodate these. At 
a later time, te"t and dictionary manip
ulations were added. 

tables are built, and validity of syntax 
checked as described under "String Genera
tion." An Important fact to note is that 

Organization 
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the generation and the irrerpretation are 
as sequential as it is possible to make 
them, with only the binary operators being 
inverted as dictated by a combination of 
level and precedence. The parentheses and 
commas of the ASCIf character strings are 
used only for control when encountered and 
are Immediately discarded. 

The sections that follow present an 
overview of the principal procedures used 
in the generation, initialization, and 
interpretation of Polish strings, Fur a 
complete list of functions, usage form*,, 
and other information about functional 
arrays, Cha; tor i in Re r. U î ay bo used in 
a'dition to the augend lets of this report. 

Initial Input 

Before commencing with the current in
put, counters are checked to see whether a 
disk file needs to be created or opened for 
Polish strings and whether a disk file for 
dictionary tables exists. If either 
exists. It is opened and the file index is 
read into core. 

INDEX OR DIRECTORY FOR POLISH STRINGS 

The Index or directory for Polish 
strings contains a one-word descriptor for 
each string. This word contains the fol
lowing information: 

1. Location of the array (or field) 
name in the user's symbol table. 

2. Length of the Polish string in com
puter words, exclusive of literal strings. 

3. Length of appended literal strings 
in computer words. 

*i. Starting disk-file address. 

DICTIONARY INDEX 

The dictionary index, not beim; tied to 
the user's symbol table, is organized dif
ferently. The first two words contain the 
file name an<i a di.-ectory descriptor that 
describes tne length of the dictionary 
index >r.ii the next available disk-file 
address. 

The ind-;:- consists of Use words per 
dictionary: 

1. ASCII name cf dictionary, 
2, Descriptor word: 

a. Total number of words. 
b. Number of dictionary entries. 
c. Length of rl^ht-hand side in com

puter words. 
d. Starting disk address of left-

hand side. 

Functional-Array Definition 

For each functional arrayt certain facts 
are first established either explicitly or 
by default after the command DEFINE. These 
are the array type, the array length (which 
may be omitted if U Is unity and for text
ual arrays), and the name of the array 

being defined, following by an equals sign. 
The name and type are appended, for the dur
ation of the MCP run, to the user's symbol 
table. The name, the symbol -table loca
tion, and the length become the first three 
words of each °olish string. 
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ARRAY TYPE APRAY NAME 

Four types are recognized for a func
tional arra/t DF . Dl. DB, and OT, where 
tt-e D indicates a 3t' «ved array. A typ'1 

tnce established f<.r a functional array 
moy not be cnanged, although the functional 
definition may be replaced. The array 
typvs q«aTffy the results when r.he func-
t'onaf «.'ray is evaluated. 

F F(oat fng po,:nt 
I lr 'c<.er ' 
9 Unaltered te>t '.-. it* rylt'ple 

.^aci-^ te*"t inuici) 
f Canonical te;tt (all redundant 

spares rerovod) 

Af-PAY LENGTH 

yn'jev explicitly stated, the lenqth of 
a n U'erl aray for a'y niven logical 
record equals jnity. A length ether thgn 
jnity car be exprisse:! en either of two 
v.ays: 

1. fnnn), where nnn is an integer. 
2. COUNT (array name), where "array 

name" specifies the previously defined 
array whose length for a given logical 
record is the maximum length to be used 
for the array being interpreted for the 
record. Iterative interpretation of an 
array will be explained later. 

Any string r>f up to *0 contiguous char
acters, the first of which is alphabet?:, 
can be used as a nar*e for a functional ar
ray. The use of nonalphanumeric characters 
is discouraged to avoid apparent ambigu
ities. If nonalphanumoric characters are 
used, there is the stipulation that the 
first occurrence of such a character in a 
na-e must be one of the following charac
ters: dash f-). slash (/), asterisk (*). 
or oeriod 1.1. None nay be a parenthesis, 
bracket, coTur-.a, or equals sign. 

FUNCTIONAL DEFINITION 
There ihould be at least, one space and 

an equals sig^ after the array name fol
lowed by a standard FORTRAN expression (or 
string expression), terminated by the MCP 
syntax convention for commands: \$ AEND r t. 
L'p to 58 embedded parenthetical eve's can 
De used In an expression. A naxi'iur of 3' 
arguments is allowed for a function. 

In general, the arr nents of a function 
or a subscript niay be arithmetical expres
sions. Literal strings, when used explic
itly as elements of an expression, are 
always enclosed :r, apostrophes. Concaten
ation is provided by the use of the amper
sand. There is no definitive ? r rr r c to the 
number of continuation lines, 

Appendix D gives a concise description 
of the syntax a.lowed. 

String Generation 

GENERAL 

There are six main categories of activ
ity dcrTng the generation of a Polish 
string (an example is given Tn Appendix A ) : 

1. Input and collection of nanes or 
numbers. 

2. Level control. 
3. Operator stack control. 
U. Polish string control. 



5. Literal string handling. 
6. Output to disk. 

Syntax checking is really part of the input 
phase, but it could be considered a sep
arate entity. 

POLISH-STRING ELEMENT 
The three words comprising the header 

were explained under "Functional-Array Def
inition." Following the header there are 
one or more Polish-string elements. Each 
element consists of two words! the de
scriptor word and the value word. The 
descriptor word a)w;ys contains a type 
designation: 

Type; Definition 
0 Binary operator 
1 Floating numeric constant or 

literal string pointer 
2 Nonsubscripted-variable name 
3 Function name 
U Subscripted-variable name 
5 Iteration counter (#) 
6 Special subscript for last 

value (,) 

7 Internal symbol (:) 

3 Dictionary name 
The descriptor word, depending on its type, 
contains other information essential to 
control and interpretation. This includes 
a level integer, a precedence digit, the 
number of arguments required for certain 
functions, and a symbol-table pointer or a 
function-table jump index. 

The content of a value word also depends 
on its type. It contains a floating con
stant, a binary-operator jump index, an 
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array name, a function name, a dictionary 
name, or a pointer to a literal string. 

BINARY-OPERATOR STACK 

The stack, as used here, is a temporary 
holding buffer for elements that represent 
binary operators (•*•-*/£ ^ * ) , Opera
tions on it are on a "last in, first out" 
basis, as determined by the "weight" of the 
current operator element. The weight is 
defined as an octal concatenation of level 
followed by a precedence digit. For exam
ple, for a "+" on the seventh parenthetical 
level, the weight would be 07*1 octal; for 
a "**" on the eleventh level the weight 
would be 136 octal; for a "/" on the main 
level, the weight would be 005. 

A candidate for entry into the stack is 
first compared to the last stack element, 
As long as the candidate weighs more, it is 
entered into the stack. Whenever it weighs 
less than the last stack element or Is 
equal to it, the last stack element is 
removed and put into the Polish string. 

CHARACTER SCAN 

The generator scans the input definition 
following the equals sign character by 
character, always saving the preceding non-
blank character for reference. All char
acters except those in a literal string 
are sifted by means of a bit matrix for 
legal successorship. Multiple blanks are 
discarded. 

Up to 20 continuous alphanumeric char
acters can be collected In a character 
buffer to allow for ths necessary precision 
for numeric input. 

It must be remarked here that the dis
tinguishing character in the buffer is the 
first one unless it is a solitary decimal 



point. If the first character is alpha
betic, the buffer may contain at most a 
10-character name. If the first character 
is a digit or a decimal point, the buffer 
p'ust contain a number. (Numbers such as 
E-18 must be written I.E-I8.) A solitary 
character, S, in the character buffer will 
trigger a search for END to terminate the 
definition of the DEFINE commands. 

All numeric input is converted to float
ing point, since all numeric operations 
are performed in floating point during the 
Interpreter phase. 

VARIABLE NAMES 

When an operator or other variable-name 
terminator is found, it Is held until the 
buffer has been emptied. The contents of 
the buffer are analyzed by a subroutine 
that creates the appropriate Polish-string 
element and stores it In the string. If 
it is a name and is found in the user's 
symbol table, the current character deter
mines its type. A left parenthesis sig
nifies that it is a type-A element. If it 
is a function name, the current character 
must be a left parenthesis. The buffer may 
also carry a table name, or a format for a 
two-argument convert function, or one of 
the privileged constants PI or E. If it 
is none of these, it is assumed to be a 
variable that has not yet been defined. 
In any case, the string element is put 
directly into the Polish-string buffer. 
(An exception had to be made of the con
vert format; it is treated in the same way 
as a 1iteral string.) 

NUMBERS 

If the buffer contains a number in 
ASCII, the number is first converted to 

floating point; then, if the current char
acter is not an apostrophe, a type-1 ele
ment Is created and stored in the string. 

LITERAL STRINGS 

A string of characters between two 
apostrophes is regarded as a literal string 
and is stored In LCM common until the 
Polish string Is written into a disk file. 
A type-1 element is created for the literal 
string, whose value word contains a char
acter count and a pointer to Its temporary 
storage. In addition, If an Integer 
Immediately preceded the first apostrophe, 
It was floated and saved, and Is not com
bined with the other Information in the 
value word. Before this element Is 
stored, the descriptor word Is complemented 
for Identification. 

THE "#" AND "." CHARACTERS 

Two special elements were created to 
provide the ability to make each iteration 
dependent on the iteration number, the 
current size of a certain array for a given 
record, or both. These elements are stored 
directly in the Polish string. 

ANGLE BRACKETS 

Angle brackets are the means by which 
an expression can be substituted for an 
immediately preceding field, function, or 
expression that may fail during the inter
pretation phase for certain records. If 
no failure occurs, the portion of the 
Polish string generated for the substitu
tion expression is to be delated and 

See the description of function INDEX In 
Ref. I* for use of the nth occurrence of a 
string. 
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bypassed. Hence It was considered expe
dient to treat it as a pseudofunction. 

The left angle bracket causes a flag to 
be set to the current string position, 
the right angle bracket enables the dis
tance to be calculated and stored in -he 
value word of the left angle bracket. 
When stored in the string, the left angle 
bracket Is a type~3 element with a zero 
jump index; furthermore, the level is 
raised. The right angle bracket is 
replaced by a colon, and the level is 
lowered. 

The level control is employed to guar
antee that operator elements from the 
staok are properly handled. In addition, 
nested-angle-bracket expressions are 
allowed since the flag mentioned above is 
actually an array that is indexed by level. 

FUNCTIONS AND LEVEL CONTROL1" 

One of the most important features of 
this processor Is the mechanism for level 
control. Besides a level variahle that is 
increased or decreased by one each time the 
level changes, there is a pair of bit 
arrays that are shifted one le't when the 
level is increased and one right when the 
level Is decreased. One array (LEVEN) has 
a "one" for each level in which a function 
was encountered and whose argument list 
has not yet been terminated. The other 
array (MINU) keeps track of the implicit 
function of one argument, UMINUS. 

THE RIGHT-PARENTHESIS CHARACTER 

When a right parenthesis is encountered, 
several things happen. First, the input 
buffer, if not empty, is stored; second, 

See Appendix A for the complete Polish 
string generated. 
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the operator stack is emptied for the cur
rent level into the string; third, the two 
bit-arrays are shifted right one and the 
low-order bit is interrogated: for each 
"one" encountered a colon element is put 
into the string. 

THE COMMA CHARACTER 

Commas between arguments do not affect 
level control. However, as each comma is 
encountered, the Input buffer is emptied 
ard the current level In the operator stack 
Is emptied into the string, 

LEVEL CONTROL AND STACK MANIPULATION 

A few steps should suffice to demon
strate the bookkeeping used to control 
level and its Interaction with the binary-
operator stack. All symbols—with the 
exception of operators, commas, parenthe
ses, and brackets--are converted to two-
word elements and stored directly in the 
string. The others concern themselves 
with stack control. First the term weight 
must be described: 

weight = 8 * level + precedence 
Level is simply a counter: 

0 <. level < 59 
Precedence is a digit assigned to vari

ous operators: for right parenthesis and 
right angle brackets, p = 0; for comma, 
P = 2; for plus and minus, p = k\ for as
terisk and slash, P = 5; and for double 
asterisk, p = 6. 

Before a binary operator can be stored 
in the stack, its weight must exceed that 
of the last element in the stack. If not, 
the last stack element is removed and 
stored In the Polish string. The weights 
of right parenthesis, right angle bracket, 
and comma are such that these characters 



can clear out the highest level of stack 
operators, if any exist, and store them, 
Jast one first, in the string. 

Intertwined with this procedure is the 
necessity of indicating to the Interpreter 
the point at which an argument list or 
subscript expression ends, for this pur
pose, as mentioned above, two bit-arrays 
were created, which keep track of such 
information as the parenthetical level of 
function level or subscript level. The 
bit array nared LEVEN takes care of this. 
Also for the current level the bit array 
MINU receives a 1-bit If a unary minus Is 
detected. Raising a level is accomplished 

by a left shift of one; hence the low-order 
bit always pertains to the current (or 
highest) level. 

Example' 
DEFINE OF (6) REPLACE QUANT * 
S0RT(SUM(((A-SIN(-B)**2H)/5, 
C(SCR1PTF(3,7,5,10))<0>)) 
-d(-#+l) AS AEND A 

The numbers above the diagrams refer to 
levels, 

See Appendix A for the complete Polish 
string generated. 

' I ' l ' l ' l ' l 

S Q R T f S U H l ' f f - S l S ' 

\ 1'1'I'I'I'I'J 

\ l«M 
MINU 

0 <• 

1 I ' l ' l ' l ' l ' l 

L I 'H'H'H 

Stack Weight 

1 - * | 
Stack Weight 

1 • 36 1 

SINl-B) 

TTTTTTnt)/ 

A ' t e r B \% s t o r e d , t h i s I is rep laced 
by 0 and a co lon is s to red a f t e r the B. 

SQ»TI$l>H!ffA-$!N!-B) 

S<lRT(SUH(UA-SIK(-e) ' ' 

T^R7! 
SQftTl$UMf<(A-Slr|f-B)' '- '2 

0 

rzz unn 

C 1 I ' l ' l ' l ' l ' l 

S I l i | i | i | t |7| 

1 1 I ' l ' l ' l ' l 

* I M'Ul i l » I H ' I ' H 
SQBT(^U»'H*-Stu(-B)*'"3)-I J •*- Weight - 2U; store the minus. 

\ I IM'iM 
SQBT(SUM(({A-SIN(-Bl**2)*1)/5-

1 I I'I'IJ] 

Stack Weight 

*'* 36 
3B 

Stack 

£<npty 

Stack Wei gut 

• N 

Empty 

/ 
First the / is entered into the stock with weight • 21, 
then the 5 is noted into the string, and finally the 
c.o"*na whose w i g M • 18 clears level 2 from the stack. 
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UNARY OPERATORS 

A node flag is set to one when a binary 
node Is expected. Therefore, when a plus 
or minus is encountered and the node flag 
is zero, we have a unary operator to deal 
with. A unary plus is summarily discarded 
and a unary minus is managed, as explained 
In the section on functions, by creating 
the pseudofunctlon UHINU5. 

OUTPUT 

When an S END Is encountered, the fol
lowing actions are taken: 

1. The operator stack Is emptied Into 
the string. 

A table as used here may be likened to 
a small special-purpose dictionary. A 
user may create up to 99 dictionaries for 
reference by any one job. At present, 
these dictionaries are employed only in 
connection with derived field (functional-
array) definitions. 

A dictionary is always referred to by a 
unique user-specified name and interrogated 
or searched by means of special functions 
during the inteipretation phase. It always 
consists of up to 2000 entries; each entry 
has a left-hand side and a right-hand side, 
both of which arp character strings. Re
gardless of the original spacing before 
generation, multiple contiguous spaces are 

always replaced with a single space; lead
ing and trailing spaces are eliminated. 
Other than this, there are very few re
strictions on composition. The left-hand 
side is restricted to a maximum of 10 

2. The level is checked for zero. 
3. A pass Is made through the Polish 

string, checking the descriptor words. 
The words that ar& negative are recom-
piemented, and the pointers in their 
value words are changed to what will 
become disk-file addresses of the li
teral strings. 

It. The disk-file directory is updated 
and written. 

5. The Polish string Is written. 
6. The buffer of literal strings Is 

written. 
7. The disk file Is closed. 
8. Control Is returned to the main 

program. 

characters, the right-hand side to 1*60 
characters. 

Once defined, a dictionary entry can 

always be identified by its original posi
tion regardless of the fact that during 
generation its left-hand side has been 
ordered in ascending sequence before the 
table dictionary is written into a disk 
file. 

Example 

The following is an example of a sim
ple dictionary definition: 

DEFINE DICTIONARY ALICE S 
MH « THE MAD HATTER S 
QOT - THE QUEEN OF TARTS S 
CC « THE CHESHIRE CAT S 

END 

The disk f i l e containing a l l such d ic 
t ionaries is organized as shown in Fig. i . 

Generation of Dictionaries 
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LHS FtHS JL 
Index entry locates the 

lorigin of left-hand side 
of dictionary. Also 
contains dictionary 

parameters. j 

LHS RHS 

C7 
Word 2 of file contains 

number of dictionaries and 
next available address 

EMPTY 7 
A dictionary name Is contained fn 
the first word of each index Item. 
Word 2 is the dictionary descriptor. 

1 Next available address 

Word } of file contains 
name of file 

Each entry of LHS Is two words. 
Word \ Is the string of charac
ters. Word 2 contains character 
length of RMS and points to the 
location of the RHS string of 
characters. 

Fig. 1. Organization of dictionaries In a disk file. 

DICTIONARY FUNCTIONS 

Dictionaries may contain strings of 
characters that are frequently needed by a 
data base. They may be identified by code 
words, abbreviations, or ASCII representa
tions of nunbers, which comprise the left-
hand sides of dictionaries, or they ray be 
referenced by position Tnd'-ces embedded by 
some specific scheme in data-base fields. 

At present, there are three functions 
by means of whicr. a dictionary can be 
interrogate'): 

FDICT: Given the representation of a 
character string and an option to search 
the lefi-hand side, the right-hand side, 
or both, the result of a successful search 
is the dictionary position. 

S01CT: Given the same information as 
for FOICT, the result is the dictionary 
equivalent nf the Input string, 

IDICT: Giver o dictionary position 
integer and an option, the result is 
according to the following options: 

1. Left-hand string. 
2. Riant-hand string. 
1. Character count c? left-hand side. 

A. Character count of right-hand side. 
5- Number of entries In the dictionary, 
6. Minimum character length of right-

hand side. 
7- Maximum character length of right-

hand side. 
8. Length of dictionary In words. 

Other functions, which may have limited 
use and r>-*'e not been written, are the 
fo)lowing: 

• invert a Dictionary, 
• Obtain a dictionary concordance. 
• Search for a given pattern in a 

dictionary. 
• List a dictionary. 
• List a dictionary directory. 
These functions more properly belong to 

the command language of MCP, however, with 
the possible exception of the search 
options. 

Examples 

DEFINE OT FELINE 

DEFINE DT QUOTE 

SDICT (ALICE, 
'CC\ 1) S END 
IDICT (ALICE, 
2. 2) S END 
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When interpreted, FELINE will invoke THE 
CHESHIRE CA'i and QUOTE will call forth 
THE QUEEN OF TARTS. These functions can 

Initializing 

Any of the HCP commands EDIT, tIST, 
PUNCH, TRANSFER, or SEARCH can request the 
dace In a set of fields (or arrays). This 
set may Include the names of derived fields 
(also known as functional arrays). The 
request causes the known data-base fields 
to be identified. If there are any left 
over, they are Identified in the Polish-
string index. 

THE INITIALIZATION SEQUENCE 

Since the evaluation of derived fields 
may require table information from the 
dictionary file, this file is opened, if 
It exists, and the dictionary index Is 
read. The derived field Index is then 
read from its disk file. 

An auxiliary directory consisting of 
only those fields for which data is re
quested is prepared and augmented by any 
additional field items necessary for the 
interpretation of the requested fields. 
The directory consists of two words per 
field, the first word being the file-
Index word with the disk-file address 
replaced by a pointer to the Polish 
string when it is read in. 

The Polish strings are read in, and 
their locations are noted in the index. 
As each is read, it is scanned, with addi
tional fields and required dictionaries 
being noted. The auxiliary index is dynam
ically rearranged in the logical order for 
interrelation. Also noted is the length 

be used as arguments of the STRING func
tion to extract portions of dictionary 
entries. 

the Interpreter 

of the largjst string read to determine 
the size of the buffer needed for the in
terpretation phase. Now the required 
dictionaries are read from the dictionary 
file DICT/XXX, and the file Is closed. 

This completes the Initialization phase. 
However, the following two points are worth 
noting: 

1. A mechanism is provided to detect and 
prevent the occurrence of Infinite recur
sive looping while the auxiliary index 
items are being dynamically rearranged. 

2. An eight-word storage directory is 
set up to Inform the interpreter of the 
storage layout. Only the first four items 
are provided by the initializing routine; 
the others are filled in by the interpreter 
when called. These are useful to the 
diagnostician. 

STORAGE LAYOUT 

The eight-word storage directory con
tains index positions within LCM common/ 
3l/ld3l. They are the locations of the 
following: 

1. Dictionary index. 
2. Derived field index. 
3. First Polish string. 
h. First dictionary. 
5. Logical record area. 
6. Polish-string buffer. 
7. Function-list buffer. 
8. Answer area. 



The Interpreter 

The interpreter is called once for each 
record specified for the HCP command. The 
interpreter refers to each index item in 
order, evaluating the corresponding string. 
The answers are stored consecutively in an 

open-ended answer ar«a, with offset point
ers stored in word 2 of the Index entry. 
A detailed description of the procedure 
fo11ows. 

METHOD OF OPERATION 

There are three loops: 

1. The innermost loop scans the elements 
in a forward direction (left to right), 
pausing every now and then to store inter
mediate results back into appropriate value 
words and to collect function arguments. 
Descriptor words for elements no longer 
needed are zeroed out. The last remaining 
value is the floating result, or a pointer 
to a literal string. On checking the type 
of array just evaluated, the appropriate 
conversion Is made, if necessary, and the 
index is updated. 

2. The middle loop is used only for 
numeric arrays and is traversed at most 
n times, n being the maximum length speci
fied for the array. 

3* The outer loop repeats steps I and 
2 for each index item 

THE INTERPRETIVE SCAN 

After a Polish string has been copied 
Into its buffer, the elements are scanned 
from left to right, starting with the 
fourth word. First, the element's de
scriptor word is unpacked, yielding the 
type. A jump is executed depending on the 
type, and action Is taken as described 
below. 

TYPE 0: OPERATOR 

Since this element can be only a binary 
operator, the last two nonzero descriptor 
words Indicate that their corresponding 
value words are the two operands of the 
operation (Fig. 2). Ignoring for the mo
ment the question of what type of operands 
they are, let us assume that they are 
either both literal with an ampersand 
operator or both floating-point numbers. 
The sequence Is as follows: 

1. Zeroes are stored in the descriptor 
words of both operands. 

2. The descriptor word of the operator 
is changed to type 1. 

3. The operation Is performed (after 
checking to prevent division by zero). 

A. The result is stored in the opera
tor's value word. 

5. The scan Is resumed with the next 
element. 

*— Zero descriptors 

il M il o 
Left operandi [Right operandfOperator # 

Fig. 2. Interpretive scan of type 0 
element. 

TYPE 1: CONSTANT 

There are two kinds of constant. If the 
last 18 bits of the descriptor word are 

zero* the value is a floating-point number. 
When the field is nonzero, it usually rep
resents a character length of the string 
whose offset and length are given in the 
value word, (f the value word has a float
ing exponent, It should be truncatcJ to an 
integer after unpacking the two fields 
referred to. This Integer is repacked 
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into a 15-blt field In the value word 
together with the character length and 
offset. It represents the number of Iter
ations to be performed on the string at 
hand, ft Is meaningful at presen* only 
as an argument of the INDEX or the STRING 
function. 

Other than the repacking just described 
In a relatively rare situation, type I 
requires no action during the scan. Fig
ure 3 represents a literal element after 
repacking. 

Descriptor word 

A - 0 | I C 

Value word 

0 » 0 E F G 

Fig. 3- A literal element after re
packing. Here C j* 0, E is the 
iteration or occurrence integer, 
F is the character length or fl 
for an empty string, and G is 
the location of the literal 
string in 1031 common. 

TYPE 2: VARIABLE, SIMPLE 

This element triggers the following 
action (see Fig. U): 

1. The type Is unpacked. 
2. The logical record index is searched 

for the variable using a position number 
that Is a linear function of the subscript. 
If the variable is found, the value (or 
string pointer) is placed In the valur.-
word, and, if the type Is T or B, the char
acter length Is inserted into field f of a 
type-I value word. 

3. If the variable is a functional 
array, the index list (see Item 2 of the 
storage layout) Is searched, and, if the 
variable is found, the value (or string 

pointer) Is treated in the same way as in 
step 2. 

Descriptor word 

A * 0 2 C 

Value word 

VARIABLE NAME (ASCII) 

Fig. k. Interpretive scan of a sinple 
variable. i-\ere C Is the sub- ^ 
script to the MCP user's table, 
which contains defined variable 
names and tiielr types. 

TYPE 3: FUNCTION 

There are two exceptional cases, ex
plained later, concerning the function 
LIST and the pseudofunction "angle brack
et." All other functions are treated as 
follows: 

1. The current location together with 
the type (3) are placed in one word into 
the function-list buffer (see ite^ 7 of 
the storage layout). 

2. No other action is currently tokt;n, 
because, In general, the arguments that 
follow have not been evaluated—that is, 
reduced to type-1 elements. 

3- The scan Is resumed with the next 
element. The arguments will be garnered 
up later (see type 7)-

FUNCTION EXCEPTIONS 

LIST (A«RM).I-A,.B.C) - The Polish 
string contains only LtST ARR A B C : 
The array name element Is left unchanged 
after the LIST function element. Otherwise 
the scan continues normally until the colon 
is reached, at which point the values of 
the arithmetical expression A, B, and C arc 
used to determine the range and increment 
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to be used to fetch a number, up to 31 * of 
values of array ARR beginning with ARR(A) 
and continuing with ARR(A+N*C), where N 
is an integer. When (A+N*C)ftSI6N(C) 
exceeds B^SIGNfC), the process terminates. 
The integer number of values is stored 
into the first word of an array, ARGU. 
The values themselves are stored Into 
succeeding positions In ARGU. These are 
then used as arguments to the function of 
which the LIST expression appeared as the 
only argument. The function LIST is re
stricted to numeric arrays and can be used 
only as the argument of a function. 

ANGLE BRACKET - This is a pseudofunc-
tfon, recognized as such because the jump 
index given in its descriptor word Is zero. 
During the normal course of interpretation, 
if there has been no detected error, the 
number contained in the value word of the 
left-angle-bracket element is used by the 
interpreter to zero out all descriptor 
words for the angle-bracket expression and 
to resume interpreting with the next 
element. 

UMINUS - This pseudofunction merely 
complements Its argument and is processed 
in the same way as normal functions. 

TYPE k: VARIABLE, SUBSCRIPTED 

This element is treated the same as a 
function element, except that the element 
type (4) is stored in the list at the posi
tion given in Item 7 of the storage direc
tory (see type 3). 

TYPE 5: ITERATION SYMBOL "iT 

Each time the same Polish string is 
scanned and evaluated, an Iteration counter 

is increased by one. The value of this 
iteration counter is floated and stored in 
the value word of this element. The de
scriptor word is changed to type 1. 

TYPE 6: SPECIAL SYMBOL "." 

The period has meaning only when It Is 
preceded by a type-*t variable, whose sub
script expression Is still being reduced. 
For the current logical record an array has 
n values. The integer n Is floated and 
stored In the value word of this element. 
The descriptor word Is changed to type 1. 

TYPE 7= COLON 

The colon was used during the generation 
of the Polish string to terminate a set of 
argument expressions and also to terminate 
a subscript expression. During Interpreta
tion, all subscript expressions and argument 
expressions to this point have been evalu
ated. The descriptor word of the colon ele
ment Is replaced with -1. 

ARGUMENT COLLECTION 

Using the list of function and scripted-
varlabte locations (see item 7 of the stor
age layout), the last entry In the list has 
been unpacked and an element (type 3) Has 
been found. Then, starting with the func
tion element, the following action Is taken: 

1. The function element Is unpacked. As 
seen in Fig. 5. It contains an argument 
count b, which Is the exact number of argu
ments some functions require. If the count 
is zero, then a variable number of argu
ments can be entertained. There is also a 
position integer f by means of which a jump 
Is made to the appropriate function. The 
term c is a level number that w;is used dur
ing the generation phase. 
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Descriptor word 

A - 6 B J C 3 F 

Value word 

FUNCTION NAME (ASCII) 

Fig. 5. Argument collection. 

2. The descriptor word Is zeroed. 
3. Beginning with the element Immediately 

following the function element, all values 
whose descriptor words are greater than zero 
are stored Into the argument array. In the 
case of a variable number of arguments, the 
Integer count is stored Into the first 
position. 

*t. Using the position Integer from field 
f In Fig. 5, the function is called. 

5. When it returns, the answer is first 
tested for an Integer value of -2. The 
Integer value -2 means that all previous 
Iterations for this array are satisfactory, 
but not the last. For most error conditions 
a subroutine is called that cheeks for ar. 
angle-bracket expression Immediately follow-

If the maximum size of the derived field 
(or functional array) currently being In
terpreted Is n, the entire Polish string is 
copied into the working buffer (whose loca
tion Is contained in word 6 of the storage 
directory) and interpreted. This entire 
operation is repeated at most n times, with 
one-word answers being stored in consecu
tive memory locations. When the Iteration 
is terminated, the location of trie first 
answer and the number of answers are stored 
into word 2 of the auxiliary index pair for 
the field. 

ing. This may result in postponing the 
demise. 

6. If the answer is good, it is stored in 
the value word of the co'on and the descrip
tor word Is changed to type 1. The details 
concerning a literal string result are 
omitted here because they have already been 
given under "Type I•" 

SUBSCRIPT VALUE 

If the last entry in the function-list 
buffer points to a type-1* element, then, 
since only one subscript is allowed, the 
value of the preceding element Is fetched 
and truncated to an Integer. This integer 
is used to find the desired number (or char
acter position) in the subscripted array. 
A check Is made to determine whether the 
subscript lies within the current range of 
the array. As with the function element, 
the variable element and script element 
descriptor words are zeroed out, and the 
array value is stored into the value word 
of the colon element. The descriptor word 
of the colon element is changed to type i. 

If an error should occur on the Ikth 
iteration with no provision for alternative 
action having been made, the current itera
tion Is aborted and only the first k - 1 
answers are recorded In the auxiliary index. 

Iteration Is limited to this strict def
inition. No provision has been made to 
allow recursive iteration such as 

DEFINE 01 (25) N » N+l S END 

This simple definition, which is not al
lowed, can be changed to one that is: 

DEFINE Dl (25) N - * S END 

Iterative Interpretation 
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Error Detection 

ERROR DETECTION DURING GENERATION 

A thoroughgoing effort has been made to 
trap every kind o f error that may become a 
source of trouble during the interpretation 
phase. Since it is possible to define de
rived fields out if logical order, however, 
it Is not possible to notify the user about 
an undefined field until the initialization 
for Interpretation has been activated. 

The bit-matrix device to trap Illegal 
successors in a character string had to be 
relaxed considerably when the program was 
modified to permit users the "luxury" of 
uefining and using such field names as 
t-01, yr/mo/da, and x-?fi*"/3. 

If the user has requested output to the 
teletype, single-line messages are trans
mitted on line; otherwise the messages are 
sent only to the printer file. Ali genera
tion messages contain the name of the field 
being defined. 

See Appendix B for a list of errors. 

ERROR DETECTION DURING INTERPRETATION 

There are almost as many ways of proceed
ing when confronted with anomalous or dis
astrous situations as there are users with 
diverse data bases. The philosophy adopted 
here, therefore, is summed up by the follow
ing observation: If suitable tools are 
provided such that alternative courses of 
action can be taken, let the user direct his 
own destiny. If no corrective action is 
indicated, an error message will be sent by 
default. 

As an example, consider a request to 
print the content of some field defined as 
the function of another field, which Is 
well defined, except that tt Is missing from 

a number of records. Normally, the calcula
tion will be aborted. However--and in this 
example it is easy—If a substitution is 
desired for a missing field, the solution 
Is to place the substitution expression in 
angle brackets immediately after the field 
name In the definition. 

Other types of substitution may not be 
so easy to visualize. The following exam
ples may serve as warnings. 

Example 1 

DEFINE OF (3) Al - # -2 S END 
DEFINE DF (It) A2 - S/Al (A)<)00> S END 

The substitution of 100 Is made only for 
Al when the iteration integer value reaches 
Ut but of course this cannot happen because 
the iteration is aborted when # • 2. To 
guard against this, another substitution 
must be provided, such as letting A2 * .2 
when AI « 0. This is done as follows: 

DEFINE DF (k) A2 - (5/AI(#)<100>)<.2> 
5 END 

Of course, substitution expressions need 
not be single values. They can be quite 
complex In structure. This is the reason 
for providing a nested-angle-bracket 
capability. 

Example 2 

Let us use the same definitions as in 
Example I, with the addition of two more: 

DEFINE DF (5) A3 A « SQRT(A1(*)<0>) S END 

which will fall of course for * * 1, and 

DEFINE DF (5) AftA * SQRT(AI(*))<»> S ENO 

Here again the interpretation will cease 
when the Iteration integer value reaches *», 
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since no provision was made to substitute 
for missing values of the subscripted array 
A!. 

Examples I and 2 raise a philosophical 
question. What does one usually want to 
happen when an unguarded field Is missing 
from a data-base record7 Should the calcu
lation in progress be aborted, or should 
the fact that the fieM name Is missing be 
recorded and an attempt made to evaluate 

the remainder of the Polish string with the 
idea that there may be an angle-bracket 
expression at some outer level, which may 
erase the currently incomplete calculation? 
The affirmative answer to the last question 
has been Implemented before going to press, 

At present the system Ignores all such 
philosophical discussions and does exactly 
what the user said, not what he thinks he 
said. 

Critique and a Comment 

The limitations of a program or a system 
are always the most- prominent features, 
since they comprise a whole universe of 
functions or ideas that the system does not 
recognize. The present system as adapted 
to HCP performs well on the very limited 
class of well-defined entitles for which it 
was designed. Even here there are places 
where extensions to the system suggest them
selves and may In time evolve in direct 
proportion to the expressed demand. 

To qualify the phrase "very limited 

class" it Is to be stressed that this refers 
to real, single-precision numbers and the 
operators and functions associated with 
them. Vectors and matrices cannot be so 
defined and can be simulated only with in
genuity. These are exarr ., of extensions 
to the system that must certainly evolve. 

It Is not suggested that Vie approach 
used here Is the best or the most efficient. 
It was perceived to be the most quickly de
veloped method of attacking both textual and 
numeric information in an integrated manner. 
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Appendix A 

Example of a Polish String Generated from a Definition: 
DEFINE DF (6) REPLACE QUANT=SQRT(SUM(((A-SIN(-B).«2)-l}/5. 

C(SCRIPTF(3,7,5,10)) 0 ))-D.-#1) END 

50 03 0 2 
52 01 0 0.0 
5* 02 0 07 10 
56 01 0 07 10 
58 00 0 07 10 
60 Oil 43 0 
62 06 8 
64 05 * 7 
66 1 01 | 1| 00 - 3 
68 01 0 1.0 
70 01 4 00 + 2 
72 00 0 07 10 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

QUANT '1 
\ Header 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

79 
'1 
\ Header 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

6 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

1 03 03 SQRT 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

0 03 02 SUM 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

02 25 A 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

1 03 13 SIN 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

1 03 30 UMINUS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

02 31 S 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

04 0 07 10 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

04 0 07 10 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

01 0 2.0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

04 6 00 ** 6 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

04 4 00 - 3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

01 0 1.0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

|03|4 00 - 3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

01 0 5.0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

|02| 5 00 / 5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

04 37 c 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

l°l 03 45 SCRIPTF 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

01 0 3-0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

01 0 7-0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

01 0 5-0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

01 0 10.0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 

03 0 07 10 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 02 0 07 10 
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Appendix B 

List of Error Messages 

GENERATION ERRORS 
Generation errors are preceded by the 

name of the array being defined: 
1. Change of type attempted. 
2. Syntax error: equals missing. 
3. Syntax error; bad character 

succession. 
A. Syntax error: Illegal use of 

period. 
5. Syntax error: unmatched paren

theses. 
6. Disk file CMP/xxx full. 
?. More than 20 characters between 

operators• 
8. Too many levels: more than 58. 
9. Syntax error: constant followed by 

left parenthesis. 
10. Syntax error: left parenthesis 

must follow function. 
11. Syntax error: constant contains a 

letter. 
12. Polish string exceeds 2000 words. 
13. Bad number preceding literal. 
H . Overflow of 1CHR array. 
15. Overflow of 1031 common. 
16. S END missing. 
17* Dictionary file not on disk. 
18. Syntax error in dictionary defini

tion. 
19. More than 2000 dictionary items. 
20. More than 99 dictionaries. 

INITIALIZING THE INTERPRETER: 
1. Field name not defined ... 

requested by . 
2. Error ... nonterminaling recursive 

loop ... set 2- . (Name of field 
being scanned.) 

3. Dictionary not In Index. 

INTERPRETER ERRORS 
Interpreter errors are usually preceded 

by two names, the name of the field being 
evaluated and a function name, if any: 

1. Division by zero attempted. 
2. Array not available. 
3- Subscript out of range. 
*t. Incorrect argument count. 
5. Function error return. 
6. Incorrect usage of period. 
7. B or T type array. 
8. Integer operand Illegal. 
9. First operand missing. 
10. Bad operator in Polish string. 
11. Concatenation of nonlIterals. 
12. No character length. 
13- Bad syntax In Polish string. 
\U. Bad numeric format. 
15. Improper string argument. 
16. Character position out of range. 
17. Target string not given. 
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Appendix C 

Definitions 

Data 

Set 

Data base 

krraY 

Field 

Functional array 

Dictionary table 

Character 

Character str ing 

Folish str ing 

Array ( f ie ld) type 

"Horiiontal" summing 

String generator 

Literal string 

Logical record 

Concatenation 

Numeric or textual contents of an array. 

An ordered collection of items having at least one 
property in common. 

An aggregate of logical records any of which can be 
accessed on demand by use of the appropriate identifica
tion, that is, by means of the logical record number, an 
Integer. 

A component part of a logical record In a data base, each 
containing a particular classification of data. 

Used Interchangeably In MCP with array. 

Also referred to as a derived field; contains data 
derived by evaluating a functional expression of terms 
that can be either numeric or textual. 

A user-defined set of equivalences between pairs of text 
strings. 

One of o^ six-bit ASCII representations of letters, num
bers, punctuation, and special symbols. 

A set of a finite number of characters concatenated left 
to right. 

An Intermediate representation of a functional array def
inition that allows for rapid Interpretation to evaluate 
a result. 

One of several classifications of data: 

F: Floating-point number. 
I: Integer. 
M: Mixed floating point and integer. 
B: Text (character string) with spacing left intact. 
T: Text with contiguous multiple spaces replaced with 

one space and all leading and trailing spaces deleted. 

Summing of a group of numeric array values all obtained 
from a single record. 

A coded algorithm that Is designed to extract meaningful 
symbols from an Input character string and to output an 
equivalent Polish string. 

A string of ASCII characters between two consecutive 
single apostrophes. 

A discrete set of arrays for each of which data exists. 

Placing characters or strings of characters in juxtapos
ition with no overlap. 
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Continuation ? ines 

Binary operator 

.Jump index 

Bit array 

Bit nat rJ * 
User's syrbo! table 

B inary r.ccie 

Unary r, inus 

Pr ivat'.- di sk file 

Binary operator stack 

Precedence 

Weicht 

Subscript expression 

Parenthetical level 

String element 

Concordance 

Derived field 

In MCP, if an input line from teletype does not contain a 
terminator symbol, the next line of input is treated as a 
continuation of the input already collected. 

A numeric or text string operator with two operands. 

The ;ndex variable of a computed GO TC statement in 
FORTRAN. 

A computer word of 60 bits, eacr of which c-n be inter
rogated separately. 

Two or more bit arrays. 

The ordered set of array or field names defined for the 
user's data base. 

In branching theory, a two-branched node in a logical 
diagram; for example, -3 + b can be represented by 

Any minus sign that Is neither a binary operator nor the 
sign of an exponent is a unary minus (e.g., -A f tB). 

An area of contiguous words on a disk, assigned to one 
user, from or to which information can be read or written. 

A temporary region of common storage used to hold binary 
operator elements until they are needed to produce the 
correct logical inverted order in the Polish string. 

A single digit assigned to a binary operator that is used 
in connection with the level number to assist in manipu
lating operators into and out of the operator stack. 

Defined as 8 * teve? + precedence. 

An arithmetic expression enclosed within a single set of 
parentheses that is immediately preceded by the name of 
a singly dimensioned array. During interpretation the 
expression is evaluated and truncated to an integer. 

An arithmetic expression without parentheses contains 
elements all of which are of level zero. Each time a 
left parenthesis Is encountered, scanning left to right, 
the level is increased by one; at a right parenthesis, it 
is decreased by one. Hence the current level is always 
assigned to operators encountered within its parentheti
cal level. 

Two contiguous computer words, the first of which is the 
descriptor word and the second the value word, comprise 
an element of the Polish string, 

A multilevel ordered lookup table for visual examination 
of information and data. 

A user-defined array, not part of the data base, whose 
value (or content) is determined by a user-specified 
arithmetic (or text-manipulating) expression in conven
tional FORTRAN notation. 
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Auxiliary Index 

Infinite recursive looping 

Storage directory 

An index used, for example, in a backward search from 
some point in the forward scan. 

Assume that b - f(«), c • g(b), a • h(c). During initial
ization for the interpretation phase the index table is 
ordered In such a way that computed fields are evaluated 
before their values are used In subsequent field inter
pretations. In the example, then, It would place a_ 
first, b_ second, £ third. Now If some test were not made 
to prevent It, £ would be repositioned after c_, then b_ 
after a_, etc., analogous to the "black hole" Theory in" 
astropKysles—there Is an entry point, but no exit. 

A tabla of contents or list of pointers to blocks of 
memory. 

Conversion format A FORTRAN type of format specification used as the first 
argument of the CONVERT function when converting from 
numeric to ASCI I. 

String pointer Used In the value word of a Polish-string element when 
the element represents an ASCII character string. The 
pointer is a subscript of 1031 common where the string 
origin may be found. Associated with each string pointer 
Is a character length. 
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Appendix 0 

Syntax Graphs and BNF Rules 
for 1h« DEFINE Command 

tlo attempt was made to account for 
semantic constraints within the grammar. 
Only syntactic Comal) correlations are 
shown by the rules. As an example of this 
distinction, we show "I" cooccurrinq with 
"r.utt cl," as do "•" and "-" as wall. 
Were there a forral distinction bftU.een 
the various operands of "null cl." this 
woiid be less justifiable. 

A slrilar choice was tngttc in the co
occurrence rule in PASCAL, whic'» dumps 
"+" and ' -" with "v" and places ," s" and 
"/" with '••". 

Actually there is sore forral distinc
tion between the string and nuneric oper
ands of HCP and the boolean and numeric 
operations of PASCAL. Ue chose here not 
to represent that distinction. 

Syntax graphs have been used with in
creasing frequency in language representa
tions. The BNF forn, which we also show, 
is the more traditional. The ATLAS and 
PASCAL languages are shown by such graphs. 

ALGOL 60 is the better-known of the BliF 
usages. Syntax graphs ere similar to 'low-
charts. Tc forn the sentences defined by a 

syntcx graph, traverse it In the direction 
o' its arrows and emit the syrbel in the 
box or circle as it is visited. Exnont! 
nonterminal symbols fry traversing tneir 
orapni. 8HF uses ihe ' /" to represent 
choice and the space to represent concaten
ation. Strings nithin angle brackets rep
resent other strings. Unbrackcles' strings 
or strings within single quotes stand for 
themselves. 

The structure of "name" and "value" has 
not been shown. Values arc quoted charac
ter strings cr numbers; names *rt character 
strings, "digits" is an integer without 
sign, "array" is a field name, "old array" 
is a previously defined derived arntf, "new 
array" is %n undefined array, "£" is the 
current field location. This is incre
mented on each execution of statement con
taining the "0". The symbol "." is the 
size of the array it modifies. 

BNF Syntax of th« DEFINE Command for Derived Arrays 

(define derived array) 
[head] 
[tall] 
[body] 
[numeric definition] 

[string definition] 
[Integer or real] 
(multiple blanks or not] 
(array size] 

:: - [head] [body] (tail) 
:: • DEFINE D 
:: - S END 
:: • [numeric definition] / [string definition] 
:: • [integer or real] [array size] (assignee] [add cl] 

/ (integer or real] [assignee] [add cl] 
:: • (multiple blanks or not] (assignee] [add cl] 
:: - I / F 
:: - B / T 
:: - COUNT ( [array] ) / { [digits] ) 
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[assign**] 
[add cl] 
[add ops] 
(mult cl] 
[mult ops] 
[«xp cl] 
[unary cl] 
[operand] 
(conditional nam* ph] 
[nam* ph] 

[arguments] 
(subscript] 

• REPLACE (old array] * / [new array] * 
- (add cl] [add ops] [mult cl] / [mult cl] 
- s / * / -
« [mult cl] [mult ops] [exp cl] / [exp cl] 
-*/'/' 
• [exp cl]** [unary cl] / [unary cl] 
- + / -
" [conditional name ph] / [value] / H 
» [name ph] '<' [add cl) '>' / [name ph] 
• ( [add cl] ) / [name] / [name] ( [arguments] ) 
/ [name] ( [subscript] ) 

:: • [arguments] , [add cl] / [add cl] 
:: - [add cl] / . 
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Syntax Graph of the DEFINE Command for Derived Arrays 

Define derived array 

—•^DEFINE ) " * V ^ 

Assignee 

•>(COUNT)«(T)-»(ARRAY)-»(7)-

>(T)«(DIGITS)-»(7) ' 

r REPLACE A ^—»^)LD ARMY *(i>LD ARRAYJ-| 

• / N E W ARRAYVT 

Add cl Hult Cl Exp cl 

— y » ( MULT c i j | » — y » ^ EXP c l ) | » — y » ( UNARY c l j — ! - • 

I ©, 1 

Unary cl 

W -*( NAME y 

-*cy^o^~^y-*cy-j 

< NAME 

KEX >clX7)J 

>-<rw^r]?K-0-J 

- ( VALUE ) -
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